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Abstract
Background
Research continue to report a high prevalence of low quality and missed care for patients with
community aquired pneumonia (CAP). Optimised nursing treatment and care will bene t CAP patients
and health economy. Hence, there is a need to describe barriers and facilitators at individual, team, and
organisational levels in uencing registered nurses’ adherence to evidence-based guideline
recommendations for nursing care for older patients admitted with community-acquired pneumonia.
Methods
Two semi-structured focus-group interviews (n=6 registered nurses in each group), eld observations
(n=14), and individual follow-up interviews (n=10) were conducted in three Danish medical units. Data
were analysed using qualitative manifest and latent content analysis.
Results
The data revealed a main theme: ‘Stolen time’- delivering nursing at the bottom of a hierarchy and three
themes: 1) ‘Under the dominance of stronger paradigms’, 2) ‘The loss of professional identity’, and 3) ‘The

power of leadership. The themes, each comprising two to three sub-themes, illustrated that registered
nurses’ adherence to evidence-based guideline recommendations, was strongly in uenced by the
individual registered nurses’ professionalism and professional identity, contextual barriers including the
interdisciplinary team, organisational structure, culture and valuation of nursing care, and the nurse
manager’s leadership skills.
Conclusions
Time is stolen from hospital nurses worldwide, leading to haphazard and missed care. This study
identi ed central factors that may help registered nurses understand the underlying dynamics and make
them better equipped for changing practice to improve patient outcomes. Barriers for evidence-based
nursing practice were found at the individual, team, and organisational levels. Implementation strategies
for evidence-based nursing should, therefore, target barriers at all three levels and emphasise facilitating
leadership.

Background
Effort has been made worldwide to develop evidence-based guidelines (EBGs). EBGs are important aids
in translating scienti c evidence into daily practice [1]. They have been developed to support healthcare
professionals (HPs) in decision-making regarding appropriate and effective treatment and care [1].
However, previous studies indicate that there is a variety in practice management, and the performance of
treatment and care is often inconsistent with EBGs [2, 3]. Particularly, fundamental nursing care
interventions are performed haphazardly, unsystematically, and, in worst cases, are missing [2-5].
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Therefore, there is a need to explore what hinders registered nurses (RNs) to perform optimal and safe
treatment and care and what will support them in implementing EBG in daily clinical practice.
A group of patients who appear to be deprived of nursing care (NC) interventions according to EBGs are
older patients with CAP [2, 3, 6], leading to fatal patient outcomes. CAP is an acute in ammatory lung
disease and a signi cant cause of morbidity and mortality among older persons (>65 years) [7], thus
representing a major cost and capacity challenge for hospitals and society [8, 9].
Studies have shown unsuccessful transfer of EBGs into routine clinical practice for patients with CAP
regarding diagnostic procedures, medical treatment, and NC, of which NC appears to be the most
neglected [6]. According to EBGs [e.g. 10, 11], NC for patients with CAP consists of interventions such as
respiratory therapy, sputum mobilisation, oral care, mobilisation, uid, and nutrition therapy. Although not
complex or highly technical interventions, they address fundamental needs and are essential NC for older
patients with CAP. The crucial role of systematic, evidence-based NC delivered by RNs for patient safety
and economy has been established through extensive research over decades. Studies have shown
positive effects on hard-core patient outcomes such as morbidity, mortality, length of stay, and
readmission rates [12-16]. However, researchers consistently report a high prevalence of missed or
undone NC in clinical practice [4, 17].
The unsuccessful transfer of evidence into practice presented in previous studies [e.g. 4, 6, 18] raises the
question of what hinders RNs in adhering to EBGs, particularly in light of the fatal consequences for
patients and the economic and capacity burden for healthcare settings. According to implementation
researchers [19, 20], context-related barriers inhibiting the implementation and facilitators for the
implementation of EBGs in clinical practice must be explored [21]. Systematically exploring the barriers
and facilitators and their rationale at multiple levels (individual, group or team, organisation, and social
context of care provision) and using the knowledge to develop implementation strategies and
interventions are needed to increase the evidence uptake in clinical practice [19]. Therefore, this study
aimed to describe work-based barriers and facilitators at the individual, team, and organisational levels
in uencing RNs’ adherence to EBGs recommendations for NC for older CAP patients.

Methods
Design
An ethnographic design was used. The ethnographic approach is appropriate for groups of persons in
their natural setting with commonalities [22-24]. This approach is of value to researchers exploring
common behaviour, experiences, shared features, or patterns of individuals in a bounded group, and
distinct situations or issues within a speci c context [22-24]. In our study, this applies to the participants
in their everyday work as RNs in a hospital setting, treating, and caring for patients with CAP. This
approach is characterised by the researcher’s role as an instrument and allows the researcher to collect
data using multiple methods. A central belief in ethnography is that people’s behaviour can only be
understood in its context, and elements of human behaviour cannot be separated from their context with
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its purpose and meanings. Thus, context is essential for understanding the phenomenon of interest.
Therefore, data were collected by eld observations and individual follow-up interviews where the rst
author (SE) became part of the speci c context within which the RNs operated, in order to achieve a
deeper understanding of the studied phenomenon.
Researchers’ preunderstanding is an important precondition to discover different aspects of the
phenomenon; hence, it is important for the researcher to expand her preunderstanding while staying
curious, open-minded, and sensitive to experiences and phenomena that contradict her expectations and
prejudices [25]. The researcher’s preunderstanding in this study was constructed by years of clinical
experience as a clinical nurse specialist and her expert knowledge of treatment and care of patients with
CAP. To enhance awareness of the phenomenon under study, she expanded her preunderstanding by
studying literature about EBGs recommendations for CAP [e.g. 10, 11] and barriers and facilitators for
HPs’ adherence to EBGs [3, 6]. The Theoretical Domain Framework (TDF) [26] (14 domains selected from
33 behaviour change theories and 128 constructs) was central in this process as it captures barriers and
facilitators for HPs behaviour at individual, team, and organizational levels.
Setting
This study was conducted in a department of internal medicine in a Danish university hospital. In this
department, approximately 10% of acutely admitted patients (≥65 years) are diagnosed with CAP in the
emergency department and, when needed, admitted for further treatment and care at three medical units
(58 beds): infectious diseases (21), respiratory diseases (22), and a short-term unit (15). These three
medical units participated in this study.
The nursing staff comprised 70 employees (17 licensed practical nurses (LPNs) and 53 RNs). The
management consisted of one head nurse, two nurse managers, and three assistant nurse managers. In
one unit, the nurse manager position was vacant. Two medical units had a clinical nurse specialist and
two physiotherapists. Three to four physicians consulted each unit daily. A secretary was employed to
help staff with administrative tasks. A number of cleaning and kitchen staff assisted the units every day.
All three units were similar in structure and organisation. Each unit employed both LPNs and RNs,
organised in teams consisting of one LPN and one RN or only RNs. Each team conducted direct NC for
approximately 6-8 patients where one RN was in charge of interdisciplinary cooperation and coordination
and as such functioned as a kind of ‘group leader’. However, this structure could differ from day to day
depending on sick leave. On days with sick leave, two RNs could be responsible for 12–14 patients each,
and four LPNs took care of 22–26 patients. Patient plans were made in cooperation between physicians,
RNs, LPNs, a nurse manager, assistant nurse manager, and physiotherapists at daily interdisciplinary
meetings and at patient rounds in cooperation with the patient.
Sample
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The participating RNs from the three units were selected by purposeful sampling. Eligibility included RNs
taking care of at least one patient diagnosed with CAP (≥65 years) at the beginning of the observation.
The researcher presented herself to all the patients who were part of the observations and informed them
about the study. All patients provided consent to participate. Once the patient was identi ed, the rst
author approached the RNs and asked for their consent to participate in the study. As the RNs worked
either alone or in close teams with their RN colleagues and LPNs, LPNs were asked for consent and the
whole team taking care of at least one patient with CAP was observed, but with a main focus on RNs.
Fourteen RNs were included in the study. The RNs and LPNs had the right to refuse participation, but
none did. However, four of the 14 RNs could not participate in individual follow-up interviews because of
a busy work situation.
During the observation, RNs interacted with 88 interdisciplinary HPs (LPNs, physicians, physiotherapists,
nurse managers, assistant nurse managers, clinical nurse specialists, municipality, kitchen, and cleaning
staff).
Data collection
The data were collected from November 2017 to March 2018, starting with two semi-structured focus
group interviews (n=6 RNs in each group), followed by eld observations (n=49 observation hours), and
individual follow-up interviews with RNs (n=10) conducted immediately after the observations. Data
collection was guided by 1) EBGs criteria for nursing interventions related to CAP [10, 11, 27-31]; 2) the
TDF [26]; 3) data from a previous descriptive study [6] disclosing gaps between evidence-based
recommendations for NC and current clinical practice in the same units; and 4) the researcher’s
preunderstanding based on expert knowledge from many years of experience as a clinical nurse
specialist in the department of internal medicine.

Focus group interviews
Field observations
The focus group participants indicated time pressure as an explanation for missing care. However, they
were unable to account for how they used the available time, entailing the need for further exploration of
RNs prioritisation of time and tasks, by conducting eld observations. In line with the ethnographic
approach, RNs were observed during their full day shift. Observations were carried out by placing the rst
author (SE) on the side line of RN’s activities related to the treatment and care of patients with CAP. Field
notes were taken continuously during the observations to provide a detailed description of the observed
situations. Field notes included information on date, place, time of the observations, environment, the
participants, verbatim verbal exchanges, and personal re ections in chronological order of what
happened during the observations. Data collection was completed when it was deemed that a
comprehensive picture of the in uencing barriers and facilitators for adherence to EBGs was attained. In
total, the observations lasted 49 h.
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Individual follow-up interviews
Individual follow-up interviews were performed with the RN immediately after observations and took
place in an o ce in the unit at the end of the shift. The interviews were conducted to deepen the
understanding of barriers and facilitators in uencing RNs’ adherence to EBGs for NC, guided by issues or
wonders that arose during the observations. After each interview, the RNs were asked not to reveal the
study aim or issues to colleagues to prevent future participants from modifying their normal patterns of
clinical practice during the observations. The interviews were audiotaped and transcribed verbatim.
Interviews ranged from to 30-45 min.
Analysis
The transcribed eld notes and interview texts were analysed using qualitative manifest and latent
content analysis [32]. The manifest content is the descriptive part of the analysis, in which the surface
structure of the text is revealed, whereas the latent analysis involves an interpretation of the underlying
meaning of the text [32]. Initially, all authors read the transcription of the rst two observations and
interviews to gain an understanding of the data. The rst and last author read all transcribed texts several
times to obtain a sense of everything. This was a continuous iterative process going back and forth to the
eld notes and interview data as new understandings emerged. The transcribed text was subsequently
analysed using open coding. Both authors wrote memos, re ections, and interpretative attempts to the
rst two transcribed texts with empirical knowledge of TDF domains, the EBGs criteria for nursing
interventions, and their preunderstanding of the context and clinical experience in mind. The two authors
discussed and compared the analysis until a common understanding of the texts and the analysis
process was reached. The rst author analysed all the transcribed texts individually and divided the text
into meaning units related to the study aim. Meaning units were labelled with a code, sorted into subcategories, and categorised according to the manifest content. The last author critically reviewed the
meaning units, codes, subcategories, and categories and discussed them in depth with the rst author at
several meetings to adjust the system of subcategories and categories to establish a hierarchy of the
manifest content. Subsequently, the latent content analysis was performed by the rst and the last author
and involved searching for the underlying meaning on an interpretative level across the categories and
subcategories as well as in the meaning units and codes, and the above-mentioned memos and notes. A
hierarchy of subthemes, themes, and main themes emerged from this process, expressing the latent
content of the text.
All four authors critically questioned and discussed the ndings until a consensus was reached, and
small adjustments were made.

Results
One main theme emerged from the content: ‘Stolen time’- delivering nursing at the bottom of a hierarchy,
capturing three interrelated themes: ‘Under the dominance of stronger paradigms’, ‘The loss of
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professional identity’, and ‘The power of leadership’. The themes consisted of two to three subthemes
(Table 1).
Table 1: Overview of the main theme, themes, and sub-themes
Main
theme

‘Stolen time’- delivering nursing at the bottom of a hierarchy

Themes

Under the dominance of
stronger paradigms

The loss of professional
identity

The power of leadership

Subthemes

Detained by the Medical
Model

Filling the left-over time
gaps

The mediator of culture
and hierarchy

Time-thieves

Knowledge without action

Stealing back time

The impact of a
professional terminology
All themes and subthemes present barriers and facilitators in uencing RNs’ adherence to EBGs
recommendations for NC at the individual, team, and organisational levels. These barriers, facilitators,
and their interrelatedness are presented in Figure 1.
‘Stolen time’- delivering nursing at the bottom of a hierarchy.
The content of the main theme ‘Stolen time’–delivering nursing at the bottom of a hierarchy– expressed
that RNs lacked time to perform evidence-based NC. They did indeed lack time; however, this was not
because of the workload. The observations illuminated that time for NC was lacking because it was
stolen. RNs’ time was stolen by other professions, management, colleagues, their organisation of work,
and even by the RNs themselves, for example, when they lacked competences to work systematically with
a focus on the patients’ fundamental needs. Furthermore, RNs lacked professional identity and
terminology as well as power and leadership to inhibit other professions in stealing their time. Therefore,
RNs helplessly ended up at the bottom of the hierarchy. Consequently, NC was carried out unplanned and
unsystematically in the time gaps between the demands from other professions.
Under the dominance of stronger paradigms
This theme illuminates that the context, a working culture organised around the biomedical model and
cooperation with other professions, strongly in uenced RNs’ focus, their use of time and prioritisation of
NC, placing NC interventions lowest in the hierarchy of tasks in these units, with the acceptance of RNs
and nurse managers.

Detained by the Medical Model
The observations revealed that the RNs’ working processes, focus, and planning of their tasks were
strongly in uenced by the context in which the medical model ruled with its biomedical focus. NC was
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invisible in interdisciplinary meetings and communication, where the focus of attention was always on
the other professions’ tasks and goals. For example, RNs attended compulsory interdisciplinary meetings
with high relevance for physicians, mainly focusing on planning patient ow, medical aspects, or
diagnostic procedures. At those meetings, every patient’s treatment plan was discussed and revised
because of the patient’s health and recovery status. RNs prepared themselves daily for those meetings by
extracting biomedical information from the patient records and served physicians and other
professionals with information about drug therapy, blood exams, and patient ow instead of focusing on
NC:

The RN presents the report focusing on whether samples have been taken or not, what the blood samples
showed, and what medication patients get. There is only a focus on medical problems.
(Observation 6, line 115–119)
These meetings directed the RNs’ focus and planning of their day-shift program towards medical,
administrative, and physical and biomedical aspects of care, rather than NC and the patient’s
fundamental needs. This appeared to be one of the greatest barriers to performing NC in a systematic,
person-centred (PCC), and knowledge-based way.
Moreover, RNs’ expressed that carrying out tasks in connection to the patient ow was extremely
important, as non-adherence to physicians’ plans for the patient ow caused delayed discharge and
increased expenses for the unit. Lack of time was considered the cause of any possible non-adherence.
Non-adherence to physicians’ discharge plans upset and frustrated the RNs and physicians, and RNs felt
guilty if patients were not discharged according to the plan.

The physician speaks very strictly, and there is no doubt that she is annoyed. You can see that, in her
body language and hear it in her voice. In addition, the RN is snarled at and accused of not having
contacted the municipality on behalf of one of the patients.
(Observation 6, line 104–114)
Furthermore, observations revealed that RNs used their time to plan the patient-rounds for the physicians,
but seldom attended them, as they used the time to catch up with other tasks. In general, RNs expressed
that they had to concentrate on administrative and biomedical tasks and check on the physicians’ tasks
as they felt responsible for the patient’s condition and stability, and they were to blame if something was
overseen or went wrong.

Time thieves
There was consensus among the RNs that they lacked time, and that this was due to a heavy workload.
The disproportionate relationship between time and tasks was highlighted as the main barrier for
delivering systematic and evidence-based NC. Indeed, the participating RNs were busy, and time seemed
scarce; however, the observations revealed that time was there but was stolen by other professions in the
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form of interruptions and unannounced visits. RNs were available 24 h a day, and they could be
interrupted anytime and anywhere. Additionally, their lunchbreaks often lasted ve to ten minutes.
Even kitchen staff decided over RNs’ time. The delivery of meals from the hospital kitchen was organised
according to the kitchen’s work schedules and had a very tight timeframe that allowed the RNs only a ½
hour to distribute the meals to their patients, before the carriages were taken back to the central kitchen.
This left little or no time for patient participation or person-centred care, let alone nutritional information,
or to encourage the patient to eat. This was accepted as normality and never questioned at any level in
the team.
The lack of overall coordination of the many professional groups’ work ows and work procedures
constituted a fundamental condition and a barrier for the delivery of nursing. Consequently, many tasks
were organised at the same time. The above-mentioned work schedule of the hospital kitchen is one
example, which provided four to six RNs half an hour to serve the meal, administer medicine, and
mobilise 15–25 patients to the dining area, while being interrupted by colleagues, patients, nurse
managers, or other professionals:

While the RN is distributing the meal: The physician contacts her and asks if a blood test for blood culture
has been taken ... The RN begins straight away to investigate this… The RN sets out to nd the physician
to pass on the message ... While the RN is back to serve the meal to her patients, the physician contacts
her again and asks her to order new blood tests (a task that physicians normally would do).
(Observation 1, line 430; 440; 447–448).
The hospital electronic patient record (EPR) was a time-thief in itself, although this seemed to be a
consequence of lacking competences at the user level. The RNs felt that they had received insu cient
training to use the EPR, and therefore spent a large amount of time reading and extracting information
and used the EPR differently. This resulted in insu cient knowledge bases for treatment and care plans
as well as duplicated working processes. Home-made pocket sheets were lled in by hand by each RN at
the start of every shift, although the same information could be extracted from the EPR. RNs
acknowledged that it was a duplicate work but had no other solutions to a more e cient working
process.
The loss of professional identity
This theme illuminates that the context and other professionals in uenced RNs’ focus and their use of
time. In addition, the lack of professional identity and professionalism was a barrier at the individual level
in uencing RNs’ performance in NC.

Filling the left-over time gaps
Working under time pressure and not being in charge of their own time left RNs to deliver NC in the time
gaps that were left over from the demands of other professions. The time gaps were small amounts of
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time delineated by the prior and next tasks (coordinating or biomedical) or interruptions. When and where
these time gaps would occur was uncertain; hence, RNs prioritised at the spur of the moment and NC was
delivered unsystematically and haphazardly. NC and time-consuming tasks were also underprioritized or
left undone, although RNs were painfully aware of not being able to perform optimal evidence-based NC
and the consequences of missing care for patients. However, they seemed powerless and lacked
solutions to this problem.

... I don’t have time for it all. I must learn that there isn’t time for me to do everything. I try to choose what I
can (prioritize). The problem is that even though I haven't eaten breakfast and stuff like that (she means,
skipping her brake times), there’s still not enough time. I want to do it all, but ... what can I do? I can't (she
sighs resignedly).
(Interview 11, line 893–902).
In most cases, tasks left undone were handed over to colleagues during shift changes hoping that they
had time. In several observations, these tasks were still incomplete the following day.
Furthermore, colleagues or other professionals requested NC interventions from the RNs e.g. given patient
uids, nutrition or respiratory therapy. This indicated unsystematic organisation of care, possibly due to a
lack of professional identity or role clari cation. In several cases, nurse managers or physicians asked
RNs about the fundamental NC interventions during the interdisciplinary meetings or during the patient
rounds; they did not have a clear answer. However, RNs were well-informed and well-prepared for
questions regarding patient hemodynamics or medication plans. The confusion around role clari cation
was visible during the actions and communication between RNs and physicians. RNs can guide
physicians about tasks that are speci c to their profession (e.g. ordination of medication, blood tests, or
discharging patients in the IT system), and physicians guided or informed RNs how to conduct
fundamental NC tasks (mobilisation, seating, respiratory treatment). In addition, LPNs asked RNs to
conduct tasks that were speci c to their profession, while helping RNs administer medication.

Knowledge without action
In general, RNs are knowledgeable about nursing interventions such as oral care, respiratory therapy,
sputum mobilisation, nutrition, and uid therapy and mobilisation, which are recommended in EBGs for
patients with CAP. However, observations illuminated that RNs often did not apply their knowledge in
clinical practice. For example, patients did not receive oral care based on several observations. In the
interviews about missing care, several RNs admitted that they were aware of the importance of oral care,
but they often forgot about oral care when organising their tasks, or they prioritised other tasks instead:

I think we all underprioritize oral care. I think that's stupid because ... I know how important it is. But I
almost never think about it. I just forget. Yes. I just forget it. (RN looks down at the oor and her hands
settle into her lap. Her body language signals embarrassment).
(Interview 2, lines 717–744)
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RNs delegated most of the fundamental NC to LPNs, while RNs took care of patient rounds,
administrative tasks, medicine administration, admission or discharge of patients, and attended
compulsory meetings. Only when there was time or when LPNs needed help did RNs take part in
fundamental NC. RNs expected LPNs to have the relevant and necessary knowledge and competencies to
carry out NC and for them to ask for help if needed. However, the observations revealed that this was not
always the case, and a phenomenon ‘action without knowledge’ appeared. In several cases, RNs and
LPNs performed interventions without knowledge of the interventions’ rationale, the recommended
intensity, frequency, or effect of the interventions. For example, one of the RNs attended an acutely ill
patient in need of oxygen therapy. Although she acted immediately by providing her patient oxygen, the
level of oxygen was not su cient according to the EBGs recommendation.
In another example, one LPN motivated and guided the patient to use positive expiratory pressure (PEP)
therapy for sputum mobilisation. Communication between the patient and LPN revealed that the LPN
was not aware of the correct technique or the intensity of PEP usage. The observation and interview
revealed that LPNs did not receive supervision by RNs and had no patient care plan to guide them in
providing correct PEP therapy, consequently putting the patient at risk of treatment failure.
When delegating fundamental NC interventions to LPNs, RNs also appear to be responsible. RNs
expressed that they seldom had an overview of the care their patients did or did not receive. Observations
revealed that no supervision of the LPNs took place and little feedback was delivered from the LPNs to
the RNs regarding fundamental care. They sometimes communicated in passing, when meeting in the
hallway, about how far they were with their tasks and arranged to help each other during available time
gaps.

The impact of a professional terminology
The RNs’ documentation and their communication with colleagues and other professionals revealed a
lack of professional and concise terminology. This constituted a potential hazard to patient safety as
they had di culty catching the attention of team members from other professions when arguing for the
patient’s case. In several cases, during the observations, this led to a delay in acute treatment, thus
depriving the patient of timely intervention. The teamwork and the working climate were in uenced by
this, and sometimes the RNs felt rejected and treated disrespectfully:

RN: It's been di cult. Today, it has been di cult. Ehhh ... I think...ehhh, ... that the doctors seem a little
dismissive. In their communication. It is hard ... to get in touch with them (tears in her eyes). SE: You got
rejected? RN: (laughs a little) ... you must have some really strong arguments and that's probably where
we're missing ... that it is probably there I ... that it will slip if you do not have your arguments in place.
Thenyou may not quite get your message through.
(Interview 1, lines 593–614).
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Further, RNs expressed that the lack of professional terminology resulted in seldom reading notes written
by RNs when extracting information from patient records or preparing for interdisciplinary meetings.
Several RNs found nursing notes irrelevant or lacked su cient information about the patient’s care and
treatment. Nursing notes even had a nickname: ‘cosy notes’. Consequently, nursing documentation was
not used for planning and organising NC:

SE: Do you read medical notes only? (I ask because I can see her skipping nursing notes). RN: No not only,
but yes mostly…. SE: Do you use patient care plans? RN: Not very much.
(Observation 1, lines 95–98; Interview 4, lines 431–441)
Due to the lack of NC plans, RNs had to read physician notes to create an overview of the patient, patient
status, and treatment plan. Prioritisation of physicians’ notes was also explained by the fact that they
needed to be prepared for interdisciplinary meetings where they had to answer questions such as medical
treatment, patient’s medical status, and so forth. This seemingly blocked the view for fundamental NC, as
RNs’ focus turned to the physical and biomedical aspects of patient treatment. However, RNs who used
professional terminology and who used evidence-based knowledge as arguments received the
physicians’ attention and were treated respectfully.

Interdisciplinary whiteboard meeting: The RN presents her patients by name, diagnosis, age, and the NC
plan. She knows her patients and answers all questions from the physician and the nurse manager. She is
professionally well- articulated. I (SE) get the feeling that she is respected and approached in a
completely different way than her colleagues.
(Observation 1, line 236–247)
The power of leadership
This theme illuminates that nurse managers appear to have the power to mediate the working culture in
the units and to support or eliminate the con ning structures of the organisational hierarchy.

The mediator of culture and hierarchy
In the units where the nurse manager was absent or focused on biomedical tasks rather than NC, nursing
practice was task-oriented and focused on biomedical tasks. In these units, the hierarchy was most
apparent, as in other professions’ schedules, organisation of work, and needs overruled RNs’ working
process and obligation to deliver NC. Seemingly, NC was invisible and not integrated into the organisation
of teamwork, as was also the case for the time needed to perform it. Moreover, none of the RNs or nurse
managers openly delineated the boundaries for NC, thus claiming time and manpower for it.
Nurse managers can even contribute to the theft of time from NC. This was the case when the nurse
managers had di culties organising the RNs during the shift or were less resolute about their decisions.
In those cases, RNs overruled the managers’ decisions of work organisation and spent time (in some
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cases, a whole shift) to reorganise the plans laid out by the manager. In one observation, RNs had
di culties in arriving at an agreement about how to organise the shift and tasks among each other, and
this resulted in a con ict. These situations could also occur if the nurse manager was absent during the
morning shift change, where the decisions about work organisation were usually led by nurse managers.
Consequently, RNs fell behind their working schedules and lost time on NC.

While the RN from the night shift gives her report, the staff begins to discuss who has cared for which
patients and which patients they should care for... The discussion continues, but no agreement was
found... The RNs nd their computer, but the discussion comes up again and one of the RNs notes the
distribution on the whiteboard. There is no management present, her o ce is dark, and the door is closed.
(Observation 1, lines 28–30, 32–33, 37–39).
Stealing back time
In contrast, one nurse manager had a consistent focus on NC, and the power to put NC on the agenda in
interdisciplinary cooperation, thus making nursing visible. She demanded RNs to be in charge and
actively participated in the patients’ care planning process, with a focus on NC. She attended all
interdisciplinary meetings and continually demanded a status for NC plans for every patient in her unit. In
this way, she indicated the importance of NC and positioned it as an equal part of the overall patient
treatment and care plan.

The nurse manager evidently knows all the patients in the unit. Their status needs and their plan. She
contributes with information when physicians ask questions the RNs cannot answer. At the same time,
she asks RNs about the NC tasks that need to be done or tasks that have not been carried out. If RNs are
in doubt, she makes suggestions on what to do or how to take action. She also asks the physicians about
interventions such as nutrition, mobilisation, etc.
(Observation 5, lines 118–124).
In addition, RNs who focused on biomedical tasks were asked to turn their focus back to NC. This nurse
manager had a strong ally in the clinical nurse specialist, who was a skilled facilitator for improving NC
by stimulating RNs to think and work based on evidence. The nurse manager and the clinical nurse
specialist had daily meetings with RNs and LPNs where the evidence for NC interventions, relevant for the
unit specialty, was presented and re ected upon. RNs participated actively in those meetings, either by
presenting evidence or by discussing the implementation of evidence in their own clinical practice. Hence,
the professional management of nursing in this unit had the power to steal back time to NC by mediating
RNs with their professional identity and possibly facilitating their ascent from the bottom of the hierarchy.

Discussion
The results revealed only few facilitators, mostly at the organisational level, whereas barriers, interrelated
with each other, were identi ed in all the themes. Furthermore, in multiple cases, we found exceptions
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where determinants could emerge both as a barrier and opposite, as facilitators (e.g. professional
terminology, when lacking) emerged as a barrier, whereas the use of professional terminology emerged as
a facilitator.

Individual barriers and facilitators
A central barrier at the individual level for RNs’ adherence to EBGs lacks professionalism. This appeared
in the lack of professional terminology in verbal and written communication (e.g. the patient record). It
also appeared in the absence of knowledge and skills and in an unclear role perception that in uenced
RNs’ ability to focus on, prioritise, plan, and perform fundamental and evidence-based NC. The concept of
professionalism has been reported to re ect knowledge, intellectual and individual responsibility,
autonomy, and collaboration that in uence nurses’ practice, decision-making, knowledge sharing, and
interprofessional collaboration [33, 34]. The majority of RNs in our study were knowledgeable about
evidence-based NC interventions for patients with CAP and their underlying rationale, yet they had trouble
applying this knowledge to practice and providing NC focus and attention. They were not able to use their
knowledge due to contextual barriers, indicating weak professional identity. This phenomenon was also
reported by Voldbjerg et al. (2017) in an ethnographic study of newly graduated RNs (N=9), who
unlearned their academic skills when entering clinical practice in line with the ndings of our study. The
authors found that the context and working culture in a hospital setting appeared to have an impact on
professional nursing practice.
Our results further indicated that lack of professional identity and unclear role perception among RNs
contributed to both the position of NC at the bottom of the organisational hierarchy and to suboptimal
quality in NC. In contrast, some RNs had a clear perception of their professional roles and boundaries,
using evidence-based knowledge in their practice and communicating using professional terminology.
This seemed to facilitate interdisciplinary collaboration, in that they were respected and caught the
attention of their colleagues and the interdisciplinary team. Furthermore, the patients received optimal
and timely treatment and care. Compared to our results, Bunkenborg et al. (2013), who explored 13 RNs’
monitoring nursing practice, found that clinical monitoring practice depends on RNs’ individual levels of
professionalism, and RNs with strong professionalism were more likely to conduct, record, assess, and
act in a more appropriate manner than RNs with less developed professional awareness.
The lack of professional identity and unclear role perception among RNs in combination with low priority
of NC resulted in suboptimal, haphazard, unsystematic, and missing care, thus constituting a risk for
patient safety and suboptimal well-being. This risk also appeared when fundamental and evidence-based
NC was delegated to LPNs. Consequently, in several situations, patients received inappropriate treatment
or care because of the lack of knowledge and skills in the LPNs; however, the interventions delegated to
LPNs were not included in their palette of competences; rather, it was a responsibility of RNs but was
delegated due to – and legitimised by–the RNs experience of lack of time. Lack of time was by RNs, in
general, perceived to be a major barrier for delivering NC. Nonetheless, the data indicated that time itself
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was not a barrier. Rather, it was the RNs’ use of time, unclearness about their role function, and low
prioritisation of fundamental NC, that was the barrier. In addition, they seemed unaware of the impact of
NC on patient safety and recovery. Altogether, these barriers contributed to suboptimal quality and missed
NC.
The lack of attention and attributed value to fundamental NC found in this study is not a local
phenomenon. In recent years, increasing attention has been placed on the performance of nursing care
due to the worldwide high prevalence of missing NC [4, 17, 18]. This poses a signi cant risk for patient
safety, as systematic reviews have reported to be associated with morbidity, LOS, increased readmission
rates, and mortality [4, 33].
The hospital context constituted a central barrier for RNs in our study to deliver evidence-based NC and
withhold their professional identity. The daily routines were organised according to the demands of the
biomedical model, and NC was invisible and delivered in the time left from the task and demands from
apparently more powerful groups of HPs. According to Feo and Kitson [36], three factors contribute to the
devaluation of NC, leading to unsafe clinical practice in healthcare settings: 1) RNs themselves do not
acknowledge the value of NC, 2) the dominance of the biomedical model, and 3) the healthcare systems
do not acknowledge the value and impact of professional NC.
Team-based and organisational barriers and facilitators
The RNs in our study organised and structured their time and tasks to accommodate the demands of the
biomedical model, turning RNs focus on biomedical and treatment-related aspects. The biomedical
model is characterised by attributing illnesses to a single physical cause (e.g. cellular abnormalities)
independent of mental processes and the social environment [37]. Consequently, little attention has been
paid to the psychological, social, cultural, spiritual, and environmental attributes of diseases.
Nevertheless, alternative holistic, integrative, and biopsychological models argue that these aspects must
be acknowledged and identi ed to achieve successful diagnosis, high-quality treatment, patient-centred
care, and thereby optimal patient outcomes [36, 37]. The biomedical model has resulted in great
advances in the diagnosis and treatment of life-threatening and debilitating diseases, although the model
has been criticised for contributing to the exclusion and devaluation of fundamental, patient-centred care
[36]. In the present study, this organisational barrier further allowed the interdisciplinary team and nurse
managers to ask RNs for biomedical information, thus turning RNs focus away from fundamental NC.
Moreover, because of the RNs’ lack of awareness of their professional role and boundaries, their time and
focus were stolen, leaving limited and random time gaps to deliver tasks related to fundamental care.
This illustrated and contributed to a hierarchy where other professions’ priorities and tasks were
apparently attributed higher value than NC. The impact of the value systems in which nursing is
performed was further identi ed in the qualitative studies of Lindhardt (2007) and Kjerholdt et al. (2014),
who focused on the care of older medical patients. They found that the RNs were caught between their
professional values and the system values embedded in the medical model and the new public
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management model [38, 39], and this battle of values placed them in a moral dilemma, leading to
powerlessness and failure to deliver quality care.
We found that the contribution of fundamental NC to the patient’s recovery and safety was invisible and
unnoticed, leading to the devaluation of NC and RNs, placing both at the bottom of the organisational
hierarchy. This result is in line with many other studies [3, 36, 39]. The many interruptions we observed
from other HPs may well be an indication of this hierarchy, implying, as it did, a lack of respect for and
acknowledgment of nursing and RNs’ time and independent role and function. This nding is supported
by previous research [33, 38-41] indicating that the hierarchy has an impact on evidence-based nursing
practice and that RNs experience a lack of support from physicians as well as interdisciplinary awareness
of the value and impact of evidence-based NC [41, 42]. It is important to emphasise that this pattern
found in our study did not appear to be based on conscious actions or foul intentions from other
professionals; rather, it was a barrier embedded in the organisational culture by tradition, poor leadership,
and lack of societal and professional acknowledgment of the value and impact of nursing.
The nurse manager was identi ed as a key facilitator in our study, mediating a changed hierarchical
culture and facilitating RNs in performing NC according to their professional values. However, it depended
on the focus and competencies of the individual nurse manager, as leaders with poor leadership skills
and lacking professional nursing focus contributed to the maintenance of the established hierarchy and
consequentially to the time theft from nursing. This result agrees with previous research reporting that
nurse managers’ leadership styles have a strong in uence on the implementation of evidence-based
practice and for providing conditions for this to happen [43], particularly when interventions targeting
organisational barriers are required [44]. However, Enterkin et al. (2013) evaluated leadership skills among
36 nurse managers and found that they lacked the necessary skills to change clinical practice. A
systematic review by Bianchi et al. (2018) exploring the impact of leadership on evidence-based practice
in healthcare settings emphasised leadership skills as crucial, but not enough to develop and facilitate
evidence-based nursing initiatives. Rather, to facilitate and sustain evidence-based nursing practice, nurse
managers need to have knowledge of evidence-based nursing practice and learn to address barriers to
implementation. They must understand their role in creating a supportive environment. Moreover, they
must be able to create an empowering environment that includes passionate frontline managers and
multifaceted effective implementation strategies at the individual, social, organisational, and leadership
levels to support and facilitate RNs in performing evidence-based nursing practice, thereby changing
patient care.
Hence, a new tradition must be initiated and supported by a strong nursing leadership and organisational
and societal acknowledgement of the importance of nursing delivered systematically by well-trained,
knowledgeable RNs with a strong professional identity. If this is not achieved, the RNs’ time and focus
from NC will continue to be stolen, patients will experience missed care, and patient safety will continue
to be at risk. We identi ed multiple complex barriers and facilitators, indicating that a multi-faceted
implementation strategy is needed to increase RNs’ professionalism and professional identity, thereby
ensuring patients’ effective and safe treatment and careThis is in line with implementation scientists [46],
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who advocate tailored implementation strategies addressing local barriers and facilitators and targeting
change at the individual as well as team and organisational levels.
Methodological considerations
The strength of the study was the data triangulation with focus group interviews, eld observations, and
individual follow-up interviews, allowing identi cation of both the RNs’ own accounts of their practice and
perceived barriers and facilitators for adherence to EBGs as well as observation of their actual actions,
priorities, conduct, and organisation of tasks in their everyday practice. The heterogeneity of the three
involved units with different cultures, teams, and leadership styles enhanced the strength of the results.
Furthermore, researcher triangulation in the data analysis enhanced the credibility of the ndings. A
limitation could be that the study was performed in the local context of the Danish healthcare and
welfare system, which could reduce the transferability of the ndings. However, we found substantial
support in the international literature, indicating the general nature of our ndings. Further, a few
participating RNs in focus group interviews also participated in the observations and individual
interviews, which could have in uenced them to perform NC according to EBGs. However, the results
indicated otherwise. Data were collected by the rst author only, and her knowledge and preunderstanding of the context may have limited her openness to new and unexpected aspects during the
data collection and analyses. On the other hand, her familiarity with the context and daily routines may
have released a surplus of awareness and attention to aspects of the research themes in question. This
methodological concern was addressed by the researcher asking the RNs to clarify questions, presenting
them with her interpretation, and probing for their experience of various situations in order to gain a
deeper understanding of observed situations.

Conclusion
Missed care and haphazard and unsystematic nursing care in hospital wards may be explained by the
dominance of the biomedical model and a hierarchy where nursing care ends up at the bottom and RNs
lose their professional identity. Strong, professional nurse leadership may reduce this pattern and make
nursing care visible, thereby supporting RNs in regaining their professional identity.
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